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PROVINCIAL HERITAGE SITE NOMINATION APPLICATION
IN TERMS OF SECTION 27 OF
THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT (ACT 25 OF 1999)
This form precedes the submission of the „Nomination Document‟ and is designed to assist with the grading
of heritage resources in terms Section 3(3) of the National Heritage Resources Act, as part of the process of
declaration as a Provincial Heritage Site (Section 27). Nominated heritage resources that are of special
provincial significance will be graded as Grade 2 and considered for Provincial Heritage Site status.
HERITAGE WESTERN CAPE CASE NUMBER:
PROPOSED PROVINCIAL HERITAGE SITE: THE PRINCESS VLEI

The Legend of the Princess, a landscape of people‟s identity
“The Vlei is more than the water,
the Vlei is more than the vegetation around it ,
the Vlei has a soul.
And it gives expression to our souls, and to what we believe in…..”
Phillip Bam, Grassy Park resident
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Brief Statement of Significance: (A full statement of significance is required as an attachment)
In the 21st century the cityhas become a ―living organism‖ constantly growing to support development of economic,
political as well as cultural landscapes. The cultural landscape of Princess Vlei as part of the pattern of history of ―living
organism‖, the City of Cape Town (CoCT), has been growing in significance.
“Urban heritage reflects not only the values normally embodied in “monuments” (memory, artistic
values etc.), but it also represents civic identities and the “living” expression of historic evolution.”
Not only is Princess Vlei a significant natural heritage resource but it has high historical social value as it represents the
―living‖ expression of historic evolution of the Khoi San from past to present. The evolution of this people of great
significance is intrinsically associated with the sense of place within the cultural landscape of this part of the city. This
past decade has seen a rise in social, historical, natural and cultural significance attributed to the Vlei, which has been
fuelled by attempts made by the local community to protect the area threatened by development.

The establishment of the Princess Vlei Forum on 31 st October 2012 was ‗to coordinate a long-standing struggle to protect the Vlei from commercial
development.‘ In accordance with the community's vision of creating a
nature and heritage park, the Forum focuses and promotes the heritage
significance of the Vlei as heritage resource within the province. It is this
resurgence of Indigenous Cultural Movements that has occupied a unique
space within the communities cultural significance. The strong and special
association represented by the spiritual historical connections of indigenous
people is reflected in the cultural practices still practised at Princess Vlei
today.
Of great significance is the name of this natural feature in our city derived
from the Khoi San myth. The creation of this legend supported by
archaeological evidence elevates the great value of oral history as a source
of establishing heritage. Even though the Legend of The Princess explores
different narratives, the essence is consistent and passed down through oral
histories over multiple generations. One myth tells the story of the tears of a
princess who wept after she was abducted and drowned by Portuguese
sailors forming the Vlei. The claiming of lives of men to fulfil her retribution still
persists.

Bradlox, in talking about the historical basis of
the legend, refers to to retribution by the
Princessin claiming lives through drowning.The
legend of the princess is also associated with
the battle between the Portuguese and Khoi
warriors at the banks of the Vlei where
Commander Francisco Almeida was killed. The
legend of the the Princess was portrayed in
South Africa‘s first ballet performed in 1952.
Ironically, the legend of Princess Vlei ballet
was part of the Van Riebeeck Festival in 1952.
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Fantastical stories are often passed on as folklore, where the myth takes on various twists and turns. Stories expressed as
myth can be especially powerful. The relevance of the legend is not only in the factual content but insight into the
expression of human culture - emotions, attitudes beliefs and everything else that goes into personal experience. In
essence, creating, supporting and strengthening cultural identity.
The relevance of the Legend of the Princess gives us insight into the human culture and value system of indigenous
people and culture. The belief that oneness with nature originates from respect for nature as one cannot exist without
the other. At the Vlei, the undeniable connection and attachment to nature is embodied through the dominant
symbolic force of the water body which came to life as a result of tears shed by the Princess. The link to Elephant‘s Eye
in the mountain, visible from the Vlei, is believed to be where the Princess lived and the source of her endless tears. ‘ The
Khoi believe the site provides the opportunity to reclaim their power by acting as a Pinnacle for the various groups to
come together at this place. Princess Vlei represents a place of unity, healing and identity.

As an act of reclaiming power the Princess Vlei Forum
initiated various community events. This has provided
opportunities for uniting and reclaiming the community‘s
heritage. The ‗Dressing of the Princess‘ project entailed
the rehabilitation of portions of the eastern edge of the
Vlei for recreational and social use, The Red Flag Vlei
campaign, Pray for the Vlei, Bring a Stone for the Princess
and Youth Speak for the Princess aimed tobring the
Princess to life and raising awareness of cultural heritage
significance. The Heritage Committee of the Princess Vlei
Forum is undertaking an oral history project investigating
importance of the intangible aspects, oral history and
myths and legends of the princess. Local author Mea
Leachbrooke describes the ethereal nature of the legend
where it ‗might not be entirely believed but is also not totally doubted.‘ However, the formation of myths true power lies
within the value that it serves not only the story of the individual but the collective stories for a community defined as a
symbolic translation of a personal or collective experience, holding truth of the original, but shifting safely into the
universal.
Leachbrooke highlights that the community around Princess Vlei has, through ‗holding the truth of the original‘, displays
with pride their association with the First Nation People of South Africa. More importantly this community has been able
to protect and maintain their history, reclaim their heritage and raised awareness regarding their connection to the
land. Their stories have not always been ‗safeguarded in the chronicles of history‘. This safeguarding is the main
contributing factor to the value and importance of the myths and legends particularly in communities where traditions
and culture are underplayed. One of these, the role and significance of woman is still being underplayed today.
Women were not valued and recognised in history, evident in the fact that the name of the drowned princess is not
even known. It would be sacrilegious to allow the legend or the myth to drown by not giving sanctity to the rare
occasion where the first people collectively valued woman centuries ago. The strong historical association of the
legend of the princess lies in the story about a woman. The recognition of the Princess represents the naming of the
nameless, giving a voice to previously unheard voices and in doing so, affirmingthe rights of women. As aptly cited by
the Princess Vlei Forum
‗the story of Princess Vlei is a quintessentially South African story, encompassing violence and dispossession as
well as hope, healing and harmony... and some very feisty women.
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The Princess as legend has long been used as a place for water immersion Baptism. Various church groups come every
Sunday from Nyanga, Gugulethu, Philippi and at Easter, they come from as far afield as Upington and Gauteng,
baptising hundreds in a morning. This ceremony is experienced collectively as a spiritual experience symbolizing the
purification or regeneration and admission. There is also a psychic mystical connection of spiritual value experienced by
individuals when utilising the space for meditation. This why the Vlei is the favoured site and utilised extensively by locals
and people from beyond and compared to the surrounding vleis.
Given traditional ties to myths and legends, aesthetic value and spiritual value,
Princess Vlei is considered highly valuable for recreational activities. It continues
to be a popular recreational space daily after work, over weekends and public
holidays as a popular braaing and picnic spot. Both locally and nationally the
destructive nature and spirit of apartheid in the 1960‘s in terms of the Group
Areas Act (Act 77 of 1957) affected the dispossessed and disadvantaged nonwhites. Communities were displaced to the Cape Flats, the surrounding areas at
the Vlei. During this time there were very few recreational sites which were easily
accessible and available to these dispossessed and disadvantaged
communities. The Vlei was known ‗Claremont Beach‘ and was the one place in
the heart of the southern suburbs that provided place of refuge for non- whites.
During the 1980‘s State of Emergency it was a beacon of hope to overcome the
oppression and conflict experienced in Cape Flats – from the harsh township
environment of burning tyres to the refuge of the green space of the Princess.
Similarly it is envisioned that this positive role of the Vlei can once again be
utilised to overcome the current conflict and gang violence experienced on the Cape Flats where the Army is currently
deployed in the surrounding hot spots of Parkwood and Lavender Hill. The general public amenity value as a social
meeting place, a cultural spiritual place that allows all to observe and participate in the religious ceremonies of
Baptisms and an place associated with significant events such as mobilising after the mall objection attests to the
significance of place that is valued by a community. Thus, the value and significance of Princess Vlei as a natural and
cultural gateway to the south is viewed as a key opportunity to instil community value and identity.
Princess Vlei‘s geographical location as a natural gateway to the south contributes significantly to it‘s aesthetic value
within the community. The sense of place of the wetland system extending through Grassy Park to Strandfontein enables
an ecological stepping stone that contributes to environmental value as a Biodiversity benchmark site. Princess Vlei has
become an invaluable asset within the context of current environmental crises of our city brought about by climatic
change. In turn this has directed a greater consciousness, sensitivity and value regarding our relationship with the
environment. Additionally the Vlei contains significant indigenous plant and animal threatened species. For example it is
one of the significant sites that contain important fauna required for breeding sites of the endangered Western Leopard
Toad. The biodiversity represented by these various habitats at Princess Vlei boosts ecosystem service where each
species, no matter how small, all have an important role to play. This includes the mitigation of winter floods, purification
of water, provision of a habitat for indigenous plant and animal species, retention of nitrogen and the mitigation of the
demands on public sewage and water works.. On the 9th December 2015, a memorandum of agreement was
established to protect and conserve the biodiversity values of Princess Vlei in terms of the Western Cape Nature
Conservation Board Act (Act No 15 of 1998).
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Heritage is those things - tangible or intangible - which society and individuals choose to retain into the future from the
past. The heritage significance of Princess Vlei is embedded in four key themes, namely cultural, spiritual, recreational
and environmental significance. Princess Vlei represents a unique landscape of people‘s identity which is considered
exceptionally important and desirable by the community as a heritage resource.
Proposed By:

HWC

Telephone:

N/A

Date Proposed: 8 August 2019
Cell: 086 840 9556

E-Mail:

heidi@vidamemoria.co.za

Name of Property:

The Greater Princess Vlei Conservation Area i.t.o. MOA dated 12 June 2014

Street Number and Street: off M5
Suburb:

Retreat

Town:

Cape Town

Cadastral Information
Erf/ Farm Number:

Registration Division:

75598; 75607; 75608; 75617; 75770; 75771; 78118; 79294; 79295; 79574; 79575; 79576; 79577;
79578; 79579; 79580; 79581;79582; 79583; 79584; 79585; 79586; 79587; 79588; 79589; 79590;
79591; 79594; 79595; 79964; 80951; 80952; 80955; 81120; 81180; 81181; 81196; 82166; 82167;
82169; 82170; 82171
Cape Town

Longitude: E
Latitude:
Map Reference:

Recording Method:

TYPE OF RESOURCE
Place
Structure
Archaeological Site
Palaeontological Site
Geological Feature
Grave

Unknown
Unknown

Do moveable objects relating to the site form part of the Nomination?
Serial nomination (Is more than one site being nominated as part of a „Joint Nomination‟)
(For serial nominations, complete one form for each site, supply additional details about the information relating to the
relation of the sites, and the management and phasing of proposed nomination be attached).

Sphere of Significance

High

Med

Low

International
National
Provincial
Regional
Local
Specialist group or community
What other similar sites may be compared to the site? How does the site compare to these sites? (Please expand on
separate sheet)
Princess is located within an eco- system comprised of a series of wetlands. However ,Princes Vlei is the only vlei that
displays the four key themes namely cultural, spiritual, recreational and environmental heritage significance. Princess
Vlei is the gateway to cultural and natural landscape.
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Owner: City of Cape Town managed by the City Parks Directorate
If the nominator is not the owner, the owner as well as the registered conservation body/s, whom has registered their
interest in the area/s, must be furnished with a copy of this form and other associated documentation. Proof thereof
must accompany this form when submitting it to Heritage Western Cape.
(If state-owned; responsible department and official position of contact)
Does the owner support the nomination?
Yes
No □
The owner is the City of Cape Town and further engagement will be taking place. Initial engagement has taken place
with the CoCT. No objection has been obtained
Owners signature: ____________________________________________

Date:____________________________________________

Postal Address: Community Services, The City of Cape Town, PO Box 4511, Cape Town
Telephone: ____________________________________________
Cell: ____________________________________________
E-Mail: ______________________________________________
Web Page: _____________________________________
Contact Person: (If different from above. Please supply contact details)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: ____________________________________________
Cell: ____________________________________________
E-Mail: ______________________________________________
Web Page: _____________________________________
















*
*

Expanded statement of significance; (Refer specifically to significance criteria listed below)
Motivation for declaration as a Provincial Heritage Site, including potential, threats
and vulnerabilities;
* Short history of the place;
* Physical description of the heritage resource;
* Locality plan (map) and Site Plan;
* Photographs and plans;
** List of moveable objects relating to site that are proposed as part of
nomination, or for archaeological or palaeontological site; list of repositories
where these are housed;
** Bibliography of documentation relating to the heritage resource;
** Statement of current protections and restrictions (e.g. previous national
monument; register of immoveable property; conservation area; current
zoning; servitudes);
** List any heritage organizations consulted and their comments on the proposed
nomination.
*** Site plan (with proposed site boundaries);
*** Conservation or management plans (send immediately if any exist);
*** Heritage Agreement (if required).

(Please supply those marked (*) with this nomination form, as well as any others that are already available. Those marked

(**) will be requested when the proposal first goes to HWC Council for endorsement (Tentative List of Provincial Heritage
Sites). Those marked (***) will be required when the Nomination goes to the following Council Meeting for approval as a
Provincial Heritage Site).
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1.

HISTORICAL VALUE
a.
It is important in the community, or pattern of history
i.

Importance in the evolution of cultural landscapes and
settlement patterns
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance in exhibiting density, richness or diversity of cultural
features illustrating the human occupation and evolution of
the nation, Province, region or locality.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance for association with events, developments or
cultural phases that have had a significant role in the human
occupation and evolution of the nation, Province, region or
community.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
iv.

Importance as an example for technical, creative, design or
artistic excellence, innovation or achievement in a particular
period
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

b.

It has strong or special association with the life or work of a
person, group or organization of importance in history

i.

Importance for close associations with individuals, groups or
organizations whose life, works or activities have been
significant within the history of the nation, Province, region or
community.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
c.
It has significance relating to the history of slavery
i.

Importance for a direct link to the history of slavery in South
Africa.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2.

AESTHETIC VALUE

a.

It is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics
valued by a community or cultural group

i.

Importance to a community for aesthetic characteristics held I
n high esteem or otherwise valued by the community.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance for its creative, design or artistic excellence,
innovation or achievement.
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_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance for its contribution to the aesthetic values of the
setting demonstrated by a landmark quality or having impact
on important vistas or otherwise contributing to the identified
aesthetic qualities of the cultural environs or the natural
landscape within which it is located.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
iv.

In the case of an historic precinct, importance for the
aesthetic character created by the individual components
which collectively form a significant streetscape, townscape
or cultural environment.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

3.

SCIENTIFIC VALUE

a.

It has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of natural or
cultural heritage
i.

Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of
natural or cultural history by virtue of its use as a research site, teaching
site, type locality, reference or benchmark site.

____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of
the origin of the universe or of the development of the earth.

____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
iii.

Importance for information contributing to a wider understanding of
the origin of life; the development of plant or animal species, or the
biological or cultural development of hominid or human species.

____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
iv.

Importance for its potential to yield information contributing to a wider
understanding of the history of human occupation of the nation,
Province, region or locality.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
b.

It is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical
achievement at a particular period
i.

Importance for its technical innovation or achievement.

_________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________

4.

SOCIAL VALUE

a.

It has strong or special association with a particular community or
cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons
i.

Importance as a place highly valued by a community or cultural
group for reasons of social, cultural, religious, spiritual, symbolic,
aesthetic or educational associations.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance in contributing to a community‘s sense of place.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Degrees of Significance
5.

RARITY:

a.

It possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of natural or
cultural heritage
i.

Importance for rare, endangered or uncommon structures,
landscapes or phenomena.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance in demonstrating a distinctive way of life, custom,
process, land-use, function or design no longer practiced in,
or in danger of being lost from, or of exceptional interest to
the nation, Province, region or locality.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
6.

REPRESENTIVITY:

a.

It is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a
particular class of natural or cultural places or objects
i.

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a
range of landscapes or environments, the attributes of which
identify it as being characteristic of its class.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ii.

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of
human activities (including way of life, philosophy, custom,
process, land-use, function, design or technique) in the
environment of the nation, Province, region or locality.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Signature:

Date: 31 July 2019

PLEASE NOTE:
Applications are considered to be public documents and are open to public scrutiny. Should you wish your
application to be kept confidential, please motivate your request on a separate sheet.
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Attached please find the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Site Descriptor
Locality Map
Photographs
Historical Background
Submission by Chief Jansen of the Cocoqua Khoi-Khoi Tribal House, Western Cape
Khoisan Leader CAPEKHOI/KCHDC to the Princess Vlei Forum Heritage Committee
6. Map of CoCT Conservation Development Framework
7. Press Coverage
1.

SITE DESCRIPTOR

Princess Vlei is a wetland sited in the Cape Flats, surrounded by the suburbs of Grassy Park, Southfield, Heathfield and
Retreat. It is also located on a major arterial link road, M5, which serves as a separator from suburbs to the east. This
landmark site –significant waterbody is highly visible from the M5, with the backdrop of the mountain which includes
Elephants Eye. As a consequence the natural landscape/park within a dense urban setting makes is very accessible to
the surrounding communities.

Aerial view illustrating the Princess Vlei within in the natural landscape/park surrounded by the suburbs of Grassy Park,
Southfield, Heathfield and Retreat. (Source: http://sourcetosea.org.za/catchment-treasures/eco-heritage/princess-vlei/)
The extent of the area for nomination is a declared Biodiversity Agreement Site as stated in the Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) between CoCT & Princess Vlei Forum dated 9 December 2015. In the MOU the nomination area is
referred to as ―The Greater Princess Vlei Conservation Area and is owned by the City of Cape Town managed by the
City Parks Directorate. The Conceptual Development Framework commissioned by the city can be viewed as start of
Conservation Management Plan.
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2.

LOCALITY MAP
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3.

PHOTOGRAPHS
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4.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND compiled by The Princess Vlei Forum

The history of the Princess
A Quintessentially South African Story...

The story of Princessvlei is a quintessentially South African story, encompassing violence and dispossession as well as
hope, healing and harmony... and some very feisty women.
Before the arrival of European settlers, it was a watering ground for early Khoi herders. The first encounter between these
herders and Europeans was with the battle against Fransisco D‘Almeida, which has been linked to the legend of the
Princess.
In the five hundred years that followed this encounter, the Princess‘ descendents were enslaved, raped, exiled and
killed. However, but the early 20th Century, the Princess seemed to enter into a period of relative harmony, with
residents of all races dwelling on or near its banks. One of the most colourful of these was Edith Mary Woods, who
bought 30 acres of land, which comprised the entire vlei and about 10 acres of water.
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According to Kelvin Cochrane, Woods, who later became the first female journalist at the Cape Argus and the first
woman to fly an aeroplane over Kenilworth Race Course, fought for the emancipation of woman and refused to pay
taxes.
She lived on the south side of the vlei, where Sassmere Estate is today. ―Woods later brought over a French woman,
Susan Perrode, and a Dutchman,Wouter Sass. Perrode and Sass married, although they later divorced,and Perrode
opened the Jolly Carp Restaurant at the vlei.
The name ‗Sassmere‘ was derived from the surname of Sass and ‗mere‘ from the vlei. The Jolly Carp became a famous
restaurant in the Cape, renowned among French sailors and the military for, among others, its fantastic Sunday
afternoon teas. The military would march from Military Road to the restaurant. This is also where Military Road got its
name from.
In 1945, Woods, sold the land and moved to Camps Bay. ―This was when the owner, believed to be Mr Perks, opened a
riding school at the vlei, with stables and a wooden and iron house, which can still be seen,‖ Cochrane says.

Letter from Edith Mary Woods - thanks to Clive Delbridge
On the other side of the vlei lived two coloured families, the Jacobs and Adriaanse families . After World War II, the
father of the Jacobs family was given the land on the Eastern side to open a fruit and vegetable stall as compensation
after losing an eye in the war. The Jacob‘s farm stall flourished for several decades and became a well known and
much loved landmark, and was taken over by Mr Jacob's son. In the fifties the council took the land back from Mr
Jacobs, but allowed him to continue running the stall until the seventies, when the land was taken to enable the
widening of Princess George Drive.
The Nationalist victory brought changes to the area. The Government began a process of ruthlessly forcing coloured
and black people removed from their homes in Cape Town, and driven out to bleak council tenements on the Cape
Flats. White families who lived around Princess Vlei were also removed to make way for the housing estates of Grassy
Park, Lavender Hill, Lotus River, Steenberg and Retreat.
The government of the day designated most attractive natural areas as Whites Only. But Princess Vlei posed a curious
dilemma for apartheid planners. Its beauty and natural assets proclaimed that, under apartheid logic, it should be
retained exclusively for white use. But, as one of the few recreational spaces with borders abutting both ―white‖ and
―coloured‘ group areas, it was seen as lying too close to the ―coloured‖ Cape Flats to be used safely by whites, and so
became one of the very few natural recreational spaces open to coloured and black people.
For the families traumatised by forced removal, Princess Vlei provided a welcome respite from the desolate wasteland in
which they found themselves. It was a place where they could escape the growing gangsterism and crime, reunite as
families, and experience some of the tranquility of nature.
During these years, Princess Vlei grew to acquire a significance in the hearts of community members quite
disproportionate to its physical size. Deprived of access to most of Cape Town‘s recreational beaches and scenic areas,
coloured people from miles around adopted Princess Vlei as their own. It was nicknamed ‗Claremont Beach‘, and the
area around the small vlei was called ‗Gala land‘.
However, it was neglected by the authorities, and became run down and degraded. When Princess George Drive was
widened in the late seventies, there was dumping on the vlei, and became more neglected. The road also served to
separate the people from the vlei. But the threat posed by the mall has reminded the residents of the value that the vlei
brought to their lives, and galvanised the community to reclaim it and create a new vision for the future of Princess Vlei.
Thanks to Tasmin Cupido, Princess Vlei has a rich heritage, People's Post, 24 November 2009
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The Jolly Carp was reknown for its afternoon teas (thanks to Clive Delbridge for the photo)

The legend of the Princess: a link between past and present identities
by Mea Lashbrooke
A depiction of the clash between d‘Almeida
and the Khoi
Stories are embedded in the fabric of our
identity, especially those that are passed down
through time. Their origins are long forgotten, but
they remain a living link with those who went
before us.
Legend arises from the narrative of a people
and serves individuals as well as the collective. A
legend might not be entirely believed but also it
isn‘t totally doubted. Containing the kernel of
real experience, legend remains just within the
realms of possibility; but the embroidered
storytelling inherent in legend stirs us in a way
that a factual account might not. To remain vital
and meaningful legends develop over time and
so perpetuate lessons from history for each new
generation. Your story, her story, their story, our
story.
A legend should not be dismissed as fairy tale or myth for it is neither. Myths describe the unknowable—how the sun rises,
how the leopard got spots. A fairy tale highlights consequence, morality and archetypal truths. Legend is a symbolic
translation of a personal or collective experience, holding the truth of the original, but shifting it safely into the universal.
When a nation or group has its cultural identity assaulted by forces of colonialism and imperialism, these legends
become even more significant as a link to the collective wisdom and experience of the now fragmented and
dispossessed peoples.
The legend of Princess Vlei is one such legend, holding a thread both with the long lost Khoi and San tribes that were the
first nation of our city and our country, and with the brutal encounter with European settlers which would shape history
for generations to come.
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The Legend of Princess Vlei
There are several versions of the legend of Princess Vlei and Little Princess Vlei, originally passed down orally by slaves at
the Cape. The Constantiaberg backdrop to the vleis is known by some locals as Prinseskasteel, for the Princess is said to
have lived in the cave near the top. This cave is now usually called the Elephant‘s Eye because the mountain resembles
a sleeping elephant.) Two streams - Prinseskasteelrivier and Prinskasteelrivier - flow from the mountain to the wetlands.
A depiction of Jan van Riebeeck‘s party meeting Khoi inhabitants for the first time, painted by Charles Bell (1813 - 1882)

The legend recounts that at the time
when Europeans first dropped anchor
at the Cape, a woman who bathed in
her Vlei on the Flats - a cowherd
perhaps, a lone Khoi or San woman suffered at the hands of an invading
hunter or sailor. The atrocity is variously
told - violation, murder, abduction. The
woman‘s tears were unstoppable and
thus Little Princess Vlei was formed.
Within the history of the First People of
South Africa, the Princess represents the
dignity of a people, that which is
sacred within all of us. And that was
defiled. Over the centuries Europeans
invaded Khoi territory, helped
themselves to Khoi water supplies and
cattle, and attempted to enslave both
the Khoi and the San. As time went on
these First People and their
descendants were marginalised by
modern and post-modern society. This
history of conflict between invaders
and indigenous people, documented since 1488, has lent this legendary woman status. She is without doubt a
‗princess‘; for although research into San and Khoi culture indicates that neither the Khoi nor San recognised a hierarchy
that included a princess (the San scarcely knowing hierarchy and the Khoi practising paternalism) this is a legend
symbolic of degradation, disempowerment and injustice visited on the essence of a people who lived in tune with their
environment.
Mid-twentieth century author Jose Berman married fact and legend in a story set in 1510. He used as his medium the
documented version of a conflict between the crew of Francisco d‘Almeida‘s vessel that was anchored at Table Bay on
a return voyage to Lisbon, and the Gorachoqua Khoi.
History relates that after the Portuguese had killed some fifty Khoi, in revenge for the Khoi taking more than was offered
to them in a bartering transaction, near the river at what would be Observatory today, the Khoi gave chase. They killed
more than sixty Portuguese on the beach at Table Bay, including d‘Almeida, who died with a Khoi spear in his throat. In
Portuguese history this was considered a serious defeat as not only was d‘Almeida an aristocrat with connections to the
King of Portugal, but the Portuguese far outnumbered the Khoi. In addition, the 59 year-old d‘Almeida was hailed as a
hero and was returning home to an honourable retirement. (Today this would be questioned as his political
appointments in both India and on the east coast of Africa resulted in numerous bloody conflicts with the indigenous
people.)
Although author Jose Berman uses the d‘Almeida story, he sets his version of the Princess legend further inland than
d‘Almeida‘s crew had ventured—at Princess Vlei, where a princess, whilst taking her customary bathe in her Vlei, is
abducted by a member of d‘Almeida‘s crew.
The significance of the Legend of Princess Vlei
In the words of local resident Philip Bam, active contributor to both his local area and to Greater Cape Town, ―Ek glo die
storie wat my ma my vertel het!‖ The legend that holds our story is the one we must hold fast, the one to treasure. The
significance of a legend is that in speaking the truth to us individually or collectively, it serves our different needs.
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As community conservationist Kelvin Cochrane says, ―Saving the Vlei from commercial development is a chance for the
people to restore dignity to the Princess, to the Vlei, and to themselves.‖
Saving the Princess Vlei from commercial development will honour the Princess and the heritage that she represents,
and this tradition and culture will be preserved in the city‘s memory. This is how we reclaim ourselves.

1600‟s Dutch Map of the Cape Flats where Princess Vlei was then known as Diepe Vlei
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1600's Dutch Map of the Cape Flats where Princess Vlei was then known as Diepe Vlei
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5.

SUBMISSION BY CHIEF JANSEN OF THE COCOQUA KHOI-KHOI TRIBAL HOUSE, WESTERN
CAPE KHOISAN LEADER CAPEKHOI/KCHDC TO THE PRINCESS VLEI FORUM HERITAGE
SUBMISSION
BY CHIEF JOHN JANSEN
COCOQUA KHOI-KHOI TRIBAL HOUSE
WESTERN CAPE KHOISAN LEADER CAPEKHOI/KCHDC
To the PRINCESS VLEI FORUM HERITAGE COMMITTEE
11 JULY 2019

This submission by Chief John Jansen is endorsed by the National Khoi Khoi and San movement, that
consists of the following 23 Khoi Khoi and San tribes (so-called’ Khoisan’):
1.

Cochoqua Tribe

2.

Attaqua tribe

3.

Outeniqua Tribe

4.

Ghainoqua tribe

5.

Gouriqua Tribe

6.

Inqua Tribe

7.

Humcumqua Tribe

8.

Gamkwa Tribe

9.

Gonaqua Tribe

10.

Hessequa Rribe

11.

Ghamtoors tribe

12.

Ghamtobekwa

13.

Goringhaicona

14.

Ghainoqua tribe
Boland /Overberg

15.

Attaqua Zoar tribe

16.

Goringhaiqua Tribe

17.

Cumisoqua Tribe

18.

Coboqua tribe

19.

Bamnoqua Tribe

20.

Namaqua Tribe

21.

Songqua Tribe

22.

Geisiqua Tribe

23.

Gam Namaqua Tribe

SUBMISSION: RESTORING PRINCESS VLEI AND HER PEOPLES
According to the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI), SA is the third most bio-diverse
country in the world. It is also the only country in the world to contain an entire floral kingdom. The
Cape Peninsula, for example, has more plant species within its 22 000 hectares than the whole British
Isles or New Zealand. Furthermore, Conservation International in 1998, identified South Africa as one of
the seventeen mega-diverse countries in the world - countries where most of the Earth's species and
high numbers of endemic species flourish.
South Africa’s bio / mega-diversity plays a critical role in meeting human needs as well as maintaining
the ecological processes, upon which our country and ultimately, the planet’s survival depends. But this
abundant bio/ mega-diversity is now threatened by the most serious environmental crisis that our planet
has ever faced, namely climate change.
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The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem services (IPBES)1 released
a groundbreaking report compiled by 145 experts from 50 countries. The Chair of the IPBES confirmed:
“The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more rapidly than
ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies, livelihoods, food security, health and
quality of life worldwide.”
The Report also tells us that “ it is not too late to make a difference, but only if we start now at every
level from local to global,” he said. “Through ‘transformative change’, nature can still be conserved,
restored and used sustainably.
The Report assesses changes over the past five decades, providing a context of the relationship between
economic development its impacts on nature. It also offers a range of possible scenarios for the coming
decades.
Based on the systematic review of about 15,000 scientific and government sources, the Report also
draws (for the first time ever at this scale) on indigenous and local knowledge, particularly addressing
issues relevant to Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities.
“Biodiversity and nature’s contributions to people are our common heritage and humanity’s most
important life-supporting ‘safety net’. But our safety net is stretched almost to breaking point,” said Prof.
Sandra Díaz (Argentina), who co-chaired the Assessment. “The diversity within species, between species
and of ecosystems, as well as many fundamental contributions we derive from nature, are declining fast,
although we still have the means to ensure a sustainable future for people and the planet.”
The Report finds that around 1 million animal and plant species are now threatened with extinction,
many within decades, more than ever before in human history. The report lists five direct drivers of
change in nature with the largest relative global impacts so far. The report lists them as follows: (1)
changes in land and sea use; (2) direct exploitation of organisms; (3) climate change; (4) pollution and (5)
invasive alien species.
The Report notes that, since 1980, greenhouse gas emissions have doubled, raising average global
temperatures by at least 0.7 degrees Celsius – with climate change already impacting nature from the
level of ecosystems to that of genetics – impacts expected to increase over the coming decades, in some
cases surpassing the impact of land and sea use change and other drivers.
Other notable findings of the Report include:


Three-quarters of the land-based environment and about 66% of the marine environment
have been significantly altered by human actions. On average these trends have been less severe
or avoided in areas held or managed by Indigenous Peoples and Local Communities.



Urban areas have more than doubled since 1992.

So what does this serious crisis mean for Princess Vlei? The Vlei, too, is an important indigenous
ecological area where the environment and the Khoi-khoi peoples’ history are deeply interlinked. It
holds 4000 indigenous plant species, amongst them critically endangered species. This big body of
1

The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) is an independent intergovernmental body,

established by member States in 2012. The objective of IPBES is to strengthen the science-policy interface for biodiversity and ecosystem
services for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, long-term human well-being and sustainable development.
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water is a critical resource in an increasingly water-scarce province. Interlinked with this ecological
importance, is the cultural heritage of the Khoi-Khoi people, as exemplified by the Legend of the
Princess that has endured for centuries.
The IPBES and various United Nations reports show that the impacts of destruction are reduced in
earlier habitats held or managed by indigenous peoples or local communities. The Khoi-Khoi people
of the Cape Flats want to re-establish that role of stewardship for both Princess Vlei and our cultural
heritage, with which it has been intimately connected for centuries.

Our Cape Flats communities face extreme social and historical challenges such as loss of identity,
land, resources and way of life. We need the restoration of our cultural and ecological heritage in
order to rebuild a semblance of our past to ensure our children’s future. Our past is of a people
whose lived values of sustainable use of resources, care for and stewardship of the environment.
The restoration of Princess Vlei through national heritage status can abate the social ills plaguing our
communities and ensure the future of our children.

Chief John Jansen
Chair: Western Cape Council: KCHDC (Cape Khoi)
The photographs that follow document cultural and environmental activities conducted at Princess
Vlei by members of the Princess Vlei Forum.

Leaders of the National Cape Khoi/ Khoi Cultural Heritage Development Council (KCHDC) at the
inauguration of the Princess Vlei.
Emma Oliver (member of Princess Vlei Forum) speaking at the inauguration while Chief Mary
Jansen (Programme Director) and Bradley van Sitter (Khoisan activist and 2019 SONA prayer /
praise singer) among other community members present.
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The images below show the clean-up at and planting of indigenous trees at Princess Vlei.
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6.

MAP OF COCT CONSERVATION DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
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7.

PRESS COVERAGE
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